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Rape intoxication, 
they took our souls 
put a price on our heads, 
numbered the demon 666 
on the backs of grey matter. 
 
Cat of IX tails scratching 
pills into skin,  
black & blue & white & red 
bleeding us dry in the street 
putting corpses in our organs, 
culling the tribe of weaker Mn 
pulling teeth from the heathen. 
 
Wo(Mn) hosted the children of  
a damned species, 
dreaming rocketship reality 
licking the moons of Jupiter & Saturn, 
till Earth shed her tears  
dust caught in the winds of tribulation. 
 
Chaos reflection 
of self-destructing anxiety 
& snapping sanity,  
played dice with the bones 
of our ancestors laughing at 
plastic emotions spat into the mouths 
of suited whores. 
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Slithering (Fe)male genitalia 
across the rivers of blood  
drowning babies in chemical 
solution, bubbling skin & white smoke 
into our lungs, we inhaled a generation, 
getting high off the radio waves of historic  
extinction.  
 
Would you even remember the  
trail of destruction I left in our  
grave dear.  



 
Down(Stream) 

 
-State fed pills  
like petulant pearls 
eaten by swine  
destroy my body 
resurrect 
the beast sniffing the blood  
swimming down the cracks of  
fragile spider veins  
splintering in the greatest of minds 
 
-Stop 
 
-Fracture of indifference 
sexual inhibition of a  
most sinister optimism 
into dens of liquid nightmare 
slithering down your throat 
choking the monsters from inside the  
catacombs of your soul 
 
-Stop 
 
-I saw Saint Peter 
hang himself  
from the gates of heaven 
his body swaying in   
ticking motions, counting the  
seconds till eternity ended 
 
 
-Stop 
 
-Never good, never bad 
is along the inside 
of dark shell, slippery ghost caught 
in your stomach 
vomiting the wretched  
holy spirit fear  
 



-Stop 
 
-Tongues of fire dancing 
down the aisle to satanic notes  
floating along the poison at the bottom 
of the bottle placed empty at my feet 
so I tore perfection from bloodline 
tinkering in the sand of a thousand 
empires laid waste by love- 
 
-Stop 
 
 
 
 


